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BULLDOG TAKES RESERVE BEST IN SHOW AT THE WORLD SHOW 

REPORT FROM THE BEST IN SHOW JUDGE 

MR RAFA MALO  ALCRUDO 
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I’ve always thought that if you want to breed seriously any dog breed you must love it deeply. 

But I was wondering what else you should need when you are breeding English Bulldogs and 
after a short while, I've found out that what is absolutely essential is not just to love it but to 
passionately idolize it because your Bulldogs deserve that and more. 

In this moment when everything that is "politically correct" is imposed and if you dare to think 
differently from the herd (and you say it publicly, vade retro) you expose yourself not to having 
your rational arguments refuted with other rational arguments but getting all kinds of disqualifi-
cations, insults or reproaches from all those people who have such a high opinion of          
themselves, because they are the good ones and we are not. 

Pure logic. Isn’t it? 

Well. Let's take a deep breath. It's okay. We will survive. 

Probably. 

The breeding of domestic animals and, of course, dogs, is an ancient art in which human      
beings try, through mutations arising from wild species (which are selected by nature in a cruel 
but extremely effective way) to select animals with predictable features that, for one reason or 
another, we want or need. 

In the case of many domestic animals, their utility that we select can be their meat, their milk, 
their skin or their labour power, among several other things. In the specific case of dogs, their 
usefulness is more subtle and depends on what function we want: shepherd, guardian, 
hunter… 

But functions change with the times. Richard the Lionheart's England, Victorian England or the 
England of our day are not the same needs or the same moral scale. 

Today dogs are our friends, our companions, one more member of our family 

But let me be the Devil’s advocate because someone have to say it: the Molossians in general 
and the Bulldog in particular have nothing "natural". 

On the contrary, its unique features are an exaggeration selected by us: such a compact ap-
pearance; short muzzle, prognathism, massive head. Let's not forget either its particular way of 
walking or those amazing sighthound ears in a extremely molossal head and, of course, those 
big round eyes, as dark as night, that offer everyone who looks at them such a unique expres-
sion so tender and intelligent at the same time… 

“To be or not to be”…exaggerated? It’s that really the question? 

In my opinion, dear Bulldog fanciers, the question has nothing to do about the “exaggeration” 
itself, something obvious that does not admit discussion. Let's face it, there is nothing "natural" 
in the English Bulldog. 

BULLDOG. BEYOND JUST A DOG BREED, A LIFESTYLE. 

 
by Rafael Malo Alcrudo 
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So what?. 

Nor is there anything "natural" in a Rembrandt painting or in a Michelangelo sculpture, much 
less in a British green Aston Martin and no one spends all day and all night crying desperately 
for that kind of things. 

The real question is how much we can afford to "stretch the rope" without our Bulldogs ceasing 
to be happy, sound and healthy (and typed, obviously), now that we have already decided that 
our Bulldogs should not hang themselves from the ear of any bull anymore but we want them 
to be just our friends, our companions, our colleagues. 

After all this long and probably unnecessary prologue, the fact is that I have been asked to 
write a few lines on the occasion of the English Bulldog that won Reserve Best in Show at the 
WDS in Madrid last June. 

That wonderful dog had all my expectations itself: it was typical, compact, full of dignity,         
uninhibited, sound and funny. You and I already know all too well what the typical English Bull-
dog of our dreams has to be and to look, so don't ask me to do a totally unnecessary "technical 
rapport". 

That dog was very close to perfection, because, as you all know, absolute perfection does not 
exist although some few admirable people may think that about themselves. 

But, despite those positive features found in such a exceptional bulldog, I already warn you: 
that (and anything else) will not satisfy our beloved "haters" either. 

They want just to erase us and all the pedigrée dogs, starting with our dear friends with big 
head and short muzzle. And the amazing thing is that there are some of us, some doggy      
people, who "understand" it, because they think that such a thing will never happen to their   
elegant dogs. 

Those doggy people don't understand that after the brachy breeds, the next ones will be their 
dogs, no matter how "healthy"," "functional" or "natural" they are. Because the real goal of our 
virtuous haters is that there are no dogs that have been selected by the human being for a   
specific purpose anymore. 

They have already decided that the breeding of brachycephalic breeds is a crime that should 
be punished with the gallows in the public square, so the best thing we should probably do is to 
be united in front of those people and continue loving our bulldogs paying special attention, 
once again, to selecting them typical, sound and happy. 

As the dog in Madrid. 

Dear Bulldog fanciers, I send you my warmest and more sincere regards from Spain. I wish 
you the best and, above all, never stop fighting for your breed because to resist is to win. 

Once again, the English Bulldog deserve it because it’s the most emblematic breed as well as 
the genuine symbol for all those who love the Molosoid breeds. 

Yours truly 

Rafa 

BULLDOG. BEYOND JUST A DOG BREED, A LIFESTYLE. 

 
by Rafael Malo Alcrudo 
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REPORT FROM PAUL HARDING.  

WORLD SHOW JUDGE OF BULLDOGS & FRENCH 

BULLDOGS 

I was delighted to be invited to judge at the World Dog Show in Madrid, this prestigious 

well-run show looking fabulous with lots of exhibitors and dogs from all over the world, 

having a wonderful layout with large spacious rings fantastic planning for the exhibitors 

and spectators.  

I must take this opportunity to thank the committee for the invitation and great hospitality.  

The French bulldogs did not disappoint with a stunning puppy male awarded best puppy 

in breed travelling all the way from Maryland USA, best junior also winning the junior 

group was from Russia and my best of breed travelling from England.  

The following day was the Bulldogs also with a fantastic entry and quality in depth my 

best of breed travelling from Peru, so masculine, oozing with breed type.  

What a great ambassador for this breed so impressive in top condition without any exag-

geration well-padded lips, big nose open nostrils good width of under jaw and correct 

sweep, pleasing layback with neat rose ears, good depth of brisket and front well tact on, 

bang on topline and tailset, healthy tail set, well-muscled quarters and what a mover he 

never stopped showing moved out true holding his width on the front and topline in side-

gait, truly a group dog and going on to win the group and reserve best in show.  

Paul and Maria bred their first litter in 1979, campaigning champions in three different breeds and are international   

judges as far away as South Africa, New Zealand, Barbados also extensively all over Europe. Paul is a member of The 

Kennel Board, Judges Committee and chairman of the Show Executive Committee in the UK. Paul and Maria have had 

Top Dog, Top Dam and Top Breeder in Bulldogs and French bulldogs. Paul is passed to award CC’s across five groups 

and 28 breeds and approved to judge the Utility Group, Working Group, Terrier Group and Best in Show in the UK. Hav-

ing already judged French bulldogs at Crufts with a record entry Paul has the pleasure of judging the Utility Group March 

2020 and the Working Group and Bulldogs at Crufts 2024.  
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REPORT FROM MR KEVIN DAVIS  

JUDGE  

WBCF  

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP CUP  

It was a great pleasure to be asked to judge the WBCF World Championship Cup in 

Madrid Spain. A great event that I know Mrs Petra Grell puts so much hard work into 

and I would like to give my most sincere thanks for the invitation.  

I haven’t judged in Spain for a while and was so much looking forward to seeing the 

quality of the dogs as in the last few years it’s reputation for the quality of dogs has 

been widely spoken of.  

I was one of three judges and the system was each judge to place the dogs from 1 to 4 

and the lowest score in each class was the winner of the class.  

I am not sure if the Exhibitors were ever shown the scores but I certainly didn’t see the 

other judges scores and there were a few classes that we obviously had different  

opinions on but I guess that will always happen when you have 3 judges.  

Although I was slightly disappointed with the overall quality of the dogs as like in the 

UK now we are seeing a few different types being shown ! There were however a few 

outstanding ones including a few that I had judged before.  

I always judge the dogs on the day and never prejudge the dogs as dogs can change 

with age and condition and although I love the dog that won Best of breed on the day I 

actually preferred another dog from the Junior class.  

Both dogs excelled in breed type with the correct balance and toplines that I crave for.  

I would like to thank Petra and the club for their wonderful hospitality and look forward 

to seeing you all soon  

With thanks to Mr Kevin Davis (Mystyle) 
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BULLDOG BREED CLUBS AND SHOWS  

Club Secretaries details are on the Bulldog Breed Council website: 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

Bath & Western Bulldog Club  

 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday 25th September 2022 

Judge: Mrs Alicia Salkheld (Salkysbully) 

Venue: TBC 

            

 

Birmingham & Midland Counties Bulldog Club 

 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday 4th December  2022 

Judge: Ms Emily Tearle (Terlingfair) 

Venue: Willenhall Chart WV13 2NS    

 

 

Blackpool & Fylde Bulldog Club  

 

Open Show 

Date:  Saturday 8th October 2022 

Judge:  Kirsty Rudd 

Venue: Whiston  Town hall   

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x228752005738385428&id=YN1029x228752005738385428&q=Willenhall+Chart&name=Willenhall+Chart&cp=52.58504104614258%7e-2.0573055744171143&ppois=52.58504104614258_-2.0573055744171143_Willenhall+Chart
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British Bulldog Club 

 

Open Show & Gold Medal Puppy Competition:   

Date: Sunday 11th September 2022 

Puppy Competition Judges:  Mr Bill Johnson, Mr Stuart Lowthian, Mr Jose Esteban 

Open to all dogs born in 2021. Enter on the Day. Judging starts at 10.00 a.m. 

Open Show Judge:  Mr Vicente Molés Vilar (Meljane) 

Venue: Kegworth Village Hall, Nottingham Road, Kegworth, DE74 2FH,  

Championship Show   

Date: Sunday 20th November 2022 

Judge:  Mrs Sonia Saxon (Bagibeli) 

Venue: Southwell Racecourse  Occupation Lane  Rolleston  Nottinghamshire  NG25 0TS 

Bulldog Club Incorporated 

 

 

Open Show & Bulldog of the Year 

Date: Saturday  26th November 2022 

Judge: Mr Tom McCash (Taybull) 

Venue TBC 

Bulldog Club of Scotland 

 

Open Show 

Date: Saturday 22nd October 2022 

Judge: Mrs Carol Freshney (Bullenca) 

Venue:  Middlebie Community Centre Middlebie Lockerbie DG11 3HT 

Bulldog Club of Wales 

 

Open Show 

Date: Saturday 5th October 2022 

Judge: Mrs Rita Simoncsik (Kupakos) 

Venue:  TBA 
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East Midland Bulldog Club 

 

Championship Show:  

Date: Sunday 9th October 2022 

Judge: Mr Dave Tanner 

Venue: Tomlinsons Upper Grange Farm Ratby Lane, Markfield LE67 9RJ  

 

 Junior Bulldog Club 

 

Championship Show 

Date:  Sunday 16th October  

Judge : Mrs Ann Waters (Cholto) 

Venue: 

London Bulldog Society 

 

Limit Show  

Date: 23rd October 2022 

Judge: Sue Sibbick (Treasurabull) 

Venue Larkfield Village Hall New Hythe Lane, Larkfield ME20 6PU  

 

Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club: 

 

 

DETAILS OF FURTHER 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

 

 

 

 

 Northern Bulldog Club 

 

DETAILS OF FURTHER 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x12963685391374624160&id=YN1029x12963685391374624160&q=Tomlinsons+Boarding+Kennels+And+Canine+Centre&name=Tomlinsons+Boarding+Kennels+And+Canine+Centre&cp=52.67743682861328%7e-1.2746087312698364&ppois=52.67743682861328_-1.
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1064x196476108&id=YN1064x196476108&q=Larkfield+Village+Hall&name=Larkfield+Village+Hall&cp=51.30651092529297%7e0.4411099851131439&ppois=51.30651092529297_0.4411099851131439_Larkfield+Village+Hall
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Northumberland & Durham Bulldog Club  

Championship Show:    

Date: Friday 16th September 2022 

Judge Mr Paul Reynolds (Biddle) 

Following Darlington Championship Show Ripon Racecourse 

Boroughbridge Road, Ripon, North Yorkshire HG4 1UG  

Open Show 

Date:  Sunday 13th November 2022 

Judge: Mrs Victoria Paul (Blondello) 

Pennines Bulldog Club  

Open Show 

Date: Sunday 6th November 2022 

Judge: Enrika Walker  

Venue: The Newstead Centre Tilford Road Newstead Village 

Nottinghamshire NG15 0BS  

Plymouth Devon & Cornwall Bulldog Club 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday August 7 2022  

Judge: Ms Ewa Larsson, (Britisher) 

Venue Following Utility Day Paignton & District Fanciers Association 

Westpoint Arena Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1DJ   

 

South of England Bulldog Society 

Open show:   

Date: Sunday 28th August 2022  

Judge:  Mrs Hayley Dodwell (Asharlo) 

Venue: Cobham Village Hall, KT11 2LU 

Yorkshire Bulldog Club  

Limited Show 

Date: Sunday 28th August 2022 

Judge:  Ramon Bonilla (Sharonbull) 

Venue: Grenoside Community Hall Sheffield S35 8PR  

Northern Ireland Bulldog Club 

 

DETAILS OF FURTHER 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

https://www.bing.com/maps?&ty=18&q=Westpoint%20Exeter&satid=id.sid%3A3db91631-0baa-4718-0514-fcfac9451720&ppois=50.71299743652344_-3.4406299591064453_Westpoint%20Exeter_~&cp=50.712997~-3.44063&v=2&sV=1
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FROM AMERICA 

“Do you know of anyone who might be interested in an 8 week-old male bulldog pup 
that is deaf, but otherwise very healthy and smart and very well bred?” 

This is the message that changed everything.  

Little did the sender know, I had always wanted to teach a deaf bulldog sign language.  

The connection that followed was something I never would have imagined. With one 

single message our paths would forever be changed.  

I messaged his breeder online and she sent a picture of the most beautiful white bull-

dog puppy.  

In that moment, two comets on different paths collided in orbit.  

Love and devotion at first sight.  

You could tell from the picture he was perceptive. Thoughtful. It immediately became 

my mission to show the world that despite his deafness he was just as capable as any 

bulldog or any breed.  

To show that he was worth it.  

I knew in that instant- “I will make him a champion.”  

Many breeders would have cast him aside for his fault.  

Thankfully, his breeders saw more and reached out for the perfect home. It also        

became my mission to make him the best dog their kennel had ever produced in      

gratitude for trusting me with this puppy.  

With perfection. 

 

AN INSPIRATIONAL STORY OF LOVE AND ACHIEVEMENT  
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FROM AMERICA 

Marshall, as he was named, quickly showed he was special and surpassed all expecta-

tions.  

The first time we met, I gave him his first sign- “I love you.”  

From there we hit the ground running and growing together.  

I found myself scrambling to keep up with learning sign language fast enough to teach 

it to him. Within 24 hours, he knew the sign for “sit”. Within 48 hours- “down.” Within 72 

hours- “stay.” “Water”, “potty”, “come”, “eat” and many more were added to a continual-

ly expanding vocabulary.  

As we learned new sports together more signs were added. “Search”, “heel”, and 

“weave” are now a part of his language that includes 42 signs.  

Early on, we found his favorite sport- scent work.  

What his hearing lacks, his sense of smell has gained.  

At 12 weeks old, he learned to indicate scent. At just over one year-old, Marshall    
competed in his first American Kennel Club Scent Work competition and climbed up 
the levels quickly.  

We developed a deep connection and bond from 
Marshall letting me into his world of scent in which 
humans are so limited. We didn’t need ears- we had 
his nose!  

In a master-level buried trial, Marshall was not just 
the only bulldog to qualify by correctly identifying all 
the scented hides, he was also the only dog out of 22 
masters-level dogs including a beagle, a Parson  
Russell Terrier, a German Shepherd, an Australian 
Shepherd and a Viszla.  

Marshall completed his AKC Scent Work Masters title 
in 13 months showing just how talented bulldogs are.  

From there we tried a number of other sports like 
obedience,  rally, and coursing to see what he       
enjoyed. He earned titles here and there, but then the 
time came to focus on agility and see what we truly 
were capable of.   
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FROM AMERICA 

We had already began agility foundations, but I realized what a difficult path agility is to 

becoming a champion.  

Bulldogs aren’t exactly built for the sport and this was by no means smooth sailing for 

Marshall.  

Many months were spent doing rehab exercises, treadmill, water and laser therapy, 

acupuncture, and chiropractic adjustments to be fit enough to compete.  

I let him lead with the knowledge that every run could be our last, but he would never 

know a day that he wasn’t already a champion in my eyes.  

Aside from his physical limitations as a bulldog in agility, there was his deafness to 
contend with as well. 

 Marshall knew the signs for “table”, “walk it”, and “weave” and could easily complete 
those.  

However, if I was behind him when he took a jump, he could not hear or see me as he 
moved forward.  

He would often drop a bar looking to me for his next direction.  

After years of practice, I finally learned what he needed from me as a partner and he 
answered with a strong desire to run with his favorite person.  

We’d step to the start line and he sit proudly waiting for the “Let’s go” sign with his 
chest puffed and his sparkling eyes fixed deep on me as if to say “I’m ready. Where 
you go, I will go.”  
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FROM AMERICA 

In the AKC, the requirement for an agility championship is to be perfect on 20 separate 

days in both the standard run (the course with the teeter and Aframe) and the jumpers 

with weaves run (the course with only jumps, weaves, and tunnels) and gain 750 points 

(1 point for each second under course time).  

In July 2022, after three and a half years of dedication to a sport that isn’t necessarily 

for bulldogs, Marshall stepped to the line with the poise of an experienced athlete and 

jumped his way into history.  

He became only the 3rd bulldog ever and 1st deaf bulldog to achieve an agility champi-

onship.  

The deaf 8-week old bulldog puppy had proved he was the champion I saw in that very 

first picture.   

It is an honor and a blessing to be the partner of one of the greatest bulldogs of all-
time.  

He is my greatest achievement. The best part of me. Spoken words cannot describe 
how special Marshall is- that is not his language.  

He does not hear “I love you.” He feels it.   Perfection.  

PACH Hug-O-Bull's Marshall Walker CD RN FDC MXP4 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX OFP CA BCAT 
SWM SCME SEME SHDE RATN CGCA TKA ATT VHMA 

Special thanks to the breeders, Elizabeth Hugo-Milam and Jack Milam of Hug-O-Bull’s Bulldogs, who 

love their puppies enough to give them the best regardless of what some might see as an imperfection. “I 

made him a champion.”  

Owner/Handler: Chelsie Bentz 
Breeder: Hug-O-Bull’s Bulldogs- Elizabeth Hugo-Milam, Jack Milam, Norma Hugo 

 
Awards and Achievements: 
 
2019 AKC Most Titled Bulldog (33 titles) 
 
2020 AKC Top Invitationals Agility Bulldog 
 
2020 Bulldog Club of America Performance Hall of 
Fame Inductee  
 
2021 Bulldog Club of America Versatility Award- 
Diamond Level  
 
Most Versatile Bulldog in AKC since 2020 
 
Preferred Agility Champion (PACH) on July 24, 
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Best In Show 
Erimusbull Robson 

NORTHUMBERLAND & DURHAM BULLDOG CLUB 

LIMITED SHOW 

SUNDAY 31ST JULY 2022 

JUDGE:  MR  STEPHEN LEE (MILASHER) 

 

Once again I would like to say a massive thank you to all exhibitors & spectators for your          
continued support at the clubs first show of 2022. 
 
The day started with the Puppy Competition which was judged by Stephen Paull (Takamyne) his 
Best Puppy in Competition went to Dame Ruby owned by Michelle Hurton. 
 
The Limited Show followed and the judge Stephen Lee 's (Milasha) BIS was awarded to Erimus-
bulls Robson owned by Catherine & Paul Manders, RBIS & BPIS & BOS went to Melafella Upsy 
Daisy owned by Trudi & Ian Ferguson & BVIS was awarded to Carasmel King of Hearts owned 
by Sue Smith.  

Personally I would like to thank all the committee who worked hard today (as always) in making 
it a successful, friendly show . A special thank you to Victoria for her continued updates on fb 
along with other duties she kindly took on board, Ruth for managing the door, Emma for taking 
on the responsibility of ring steward along with Wendy, Kimberley & Mary for working hard front 
of kitchen & not forgetting Mary & David Robbins for their help throughout the show.  

We hope you all enjoyed the free buffet & look forward to seeing you all at our Champ 
Show. 
Debbie Lowthian (Secretary) 

I had a very enjoyable day judging the Northumberland and Durham Bulldog Club Limit show. I 

would like to thank the exhibitors who showed under me and the committee for inviting me to 

judge and their great Hospitality. It was a lovely relaxed show. It was nice to see John Living-

ston at the show presenting the Best Puppy in show a cash prize in memory of Stella Living-

ston. BIS Erimusbull Robson RBIS & BP Mellafella Upsy Daisy and BV Carasmel King of 

Hearts  

Stephen Lee : Judge 

Best Veteran 
Carasmel King of 

Hearts 
 

RBIS & Best Puppy 
Mellafella Upsy Daisy 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/1318562097/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcGnAXe3
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/620038472/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcGnAXe39
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/1330599350/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcGnAXe3
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100003726350862/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcG
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100009537925143/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcG
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/750039466/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcGnAXe39
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/1600934264/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcGnAXe3
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/525915118/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcGnAXe39
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100006104719259/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcG
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100075303301534/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcG
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100002797151899/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcG
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/1013890521/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcGnAXe3
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100002798056593/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcG
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/1718122603/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfLSF-glg7zanherNuKr58kKUmf_PxjCh8DZ_8rkMKDrQlzETAnhfmZ3Xo5Q7gMRkra-OcDi7NaCoJ0lQ0oez4YMCk5grOa1MifRjIYgQfDjo2PBCY9PlG2-r_NUWRPzIENmFfk-qY80Z5bml4L-i9FQvYJM9WGXkmXg3r4bEcGnAXe3
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BULLDOGS—CAN THEY DO IT?   YES THEY CAN! 

Bulldog Derby 

Lure Work Dock Diving 

Flyball 
Mantrailing 
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THE STATE OF THE BREED 

STOP, THINK, BREED STANDARD ! 

The Bulldog is our National Breed. What went wrong ? 

 

The Standard is the blue print that every breed has to differentiate between other 

breeds. We, the protectors of the Bulldog, breed to it, trying to improve with every 

litter. Breeding to the standard also helps us to breed healthy, fit dogs that will live a 

full and happy life. The Kennel Club Bulldog Breed Standard does not call for excess 

in any way. 

We undertake a large amount of health testing that covers every aspect of canine 

health: eyes, heart, skeleton, nostrils, ears, tails, patella, HUU, BOAS.  

To date we have health tested 1,413 Breed Standard coloured Bulldogs and 38 Non 

Breed Standard Colour Bulldogs 

The Bulldog is a Category 3 breed, this means that the Best of Breed has to have a 

strict health check by a vet as soon as The Best of Breed has been awarded, and 

the same vet check also has to done before Champion status can be applied by the 

Kennel Club. 

Sadly not all breeders breed to the Standard, they actually don’t regard the Standard 
at all. They purposely breed for excess, with huge nose rolls that cover the nostrils.  

Large facial folds and excess skin on the body, often over weight and with poor 
structure. 
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THE STATE OF THE BREED 

STOP, THINK, BREED STANDARD ! 

Over the last ten years a major problem has occurred with the increasing number of 
Non Breed Standard Colour Bulldogs that have been bred.  

The breeders of these dogs do not use The Bulldog Breed Council Health Scheme and 
they do not adhere the Breed Standard, they are purposely breeding to produce an  
array of colours, some that would never naturally occur in the breed, others that have 
been created by manipulating colour genetics.  

The advertising ploy for these dogs was that they were ‘rare’ or ‘unique’. In fact it is the 
Standard dogs that are now rare ! 

 

The statistics are very worrying, in the first quarter of 2021, only 24.96% of Bulldogs 
registered were Standard colours, or were bred from Standard coloured parents.  

This alarming figure does not account for NBS colours that are falsely registered as a 
Standard colour, or worse, the dogs with the Merle pattern which cannot be pure bred 
Bulldogs, so they are fraudulently registered with The Kennel Club. 

Non Breed Standard Colour 
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THE STATE OF THE BREED 

STOP, THINK, BREED STANDARD ! 

Merle Pattern 

We should also consider that any dogs that attend the vets,  regardless of breeding, can 

be registered as a Bulldog with the vet. If it has a flat face and the owner calls it a     

Bulldog, it will be registered as a Bulldog. Some will be cross-bred dogs that could     

inherit the health issues of two breeds. These dogs will be included in the statistics for 

Bulldogs 

We have experience of breeders that thought they could change the breed for the better 
by cross-breeding.  

In the 1970s Clifford Derwent cross-bred the Bulldog, he thought he could produce a 
dog that was more agile and fit, longer in the leg and longer in the nose.  

He produced a dog that looked like this, but could not get the temperament right. These 
were frighteningly strong dogs with fierce temperaments, the exact opposite of what our 
companion dogs should be. This line was not continued           
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THE STATE OF THE BREED 

STOP, THINK, BREED STANDARD ! 

We have proven that it ia possible to breed fit and healthy dogs by breeding to the 

Standard, but maintaining the wonderful temperament.  

This has to be the way forward, selectively breeding for moderation and health but 

maintaining ‘type’ at all times. 

So this brings us to the very concerning challenges that the breed faces from Vets and 

Charities that want the breed to change significantly, so they don’t resemble the breed 

we know. They would like us to cross-breed the Bulldog to, in their words, ‘improve 

health’. 

They have, over several years collected statistics from Vets and sometimes Insurance 

Companies that they use to produce a case to support their plan. However, we have 

no guarantee that the 2% of the total population used in these studies, were actually 

Bulldogs, and there is always the consideration that healthy dogs do not go to the 

vets. 

We need statistics; scientific evidence, this is all that matters to the vets and charities, 

other than Dr Jane Ladlow, who regularly watches our dogs in the ring and out of the 

ring. But they don’t want to look at our dogs, they just want statistics.  

The Bulldog Breed Council in the UK, and breed clubs around the world are collating 

these to show comparisons since we started testing, to prove the improvement in 

health without changing the dogs and without cross-breeding. 

In other countries the breed is also under threat from similar groups.  

Norway and Holland have had a really worrying time.  

In Holland from May 2020 pedigrees have not been issued to Bulldogs. Dogs without a 

pedigree cannot be entered for exhibition, so this makes breeding unattractive and 

makes selling puppies very difficult. The Dutch breeders have been working hard with 

the BOAS team from Cambridge and the Dutch Kennel Club to find a way to register 

puppies from parents that score well on the Respiratory Function Grading Tests. 

Training the vets to do this isn’t going to happen very quickly. 

In Norway, the Oslo District Court banned the breeding of several breeds, Bulldogs 

being one, on the grounds that it inflicts harm on them and is in violation of animal  

protection laws. In fact it is a 200 year old law that is referred to, this is now under   

appeal. 

In America they are now suffering the same problems. Huge increase in Non Breed 

Standard Dogs and bad publicity around the health of the breed. They have an        

excellent Bulldog Breed Health Scheme, as we do in UK. 

Whilst we all have different issues, we must support each other and share information 

that may help any country. 
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The Bulldog Breed Council are involved in The Brachycephalic Working Group, other 

members include the PDSA, The Kennel Club, Blue Cross, The British Veterinary     

Association, Dogs Trust, The Respiratory Function Grading Assessor  Dr Jane Ladlow, 

Breed Coordinators for Bulldogs, Pugs and French Bulldogs and Dan O’Neill, the     

creator of the Vets Compass that collects the Data on the Breed.  

This group will be very influential on the future of the Bulldog in the UK. It is not easy; 

sometimes very difficult to read or listen to the content of meetings, but we do have a 

say, we do have input and we can represent the Bulldog. 

Covid 19 had a devastating effect on the breed. Everybody wanted a puppy and the 

good and scrupulous breeders could not meet the demand. Everybody wanted to breed 

puppies. They provided an income and something to do during lockdown. Sadly the 

majority of these matings were not carefully planned and were not bred to the Bulldog 

Breed Standard. The price of puppies rose very quickly, the Non Breed Standard     

puppies particularly, often costing £5000 plus.  

The backlash of this time is that the Bulldog Rescues are full and can’t take dogs in 

quickly as many of the Covid puppies have associated difficulties and are staying in 

Rescue for longer for rehabilitation. They are often un-socialised, bred from un-health 

tested  parents with inexperienced breeders who do not recognise a fault so double up 

on the fault in both parents. 

We have learned that some Non Breed Standard Colours are presenting with more skin 

conditions and there has been a rise in Spina Bifida in another Non Breed Standard 

Colour. Temperament is also an issue in these dogs.  

Some people would say fortunately, the market for puppies has crashed. Breeders are 

left with puppies for several months. As a result of this prices have dropped, which may 

mean that the unscrupulous breeders may see breeding Bulldogs as less lucrative. 

 

WHAT CAN WE, THE BREEDERS, EXHIBITORS AND JUDGES DO ? 

 

As breeders we can make sure we health test, but always remember to consider type.  

Advertise our puppies on the internet sites to give prospective purchasers an alterna-

tive to the badly bred puppies that are advertised on there. When you sell puppies , 

give a membership to the buyers’ local Breed Club. If we can get new owners interest-

ed in showing and encourage them to learn about the breed, they may make good 

breeders themselves in the future. 

Encourage your buyers to get involved in activities with their dogs, give the correct 
guidance on how to build up exercise. Bulldogs really can do it !! 

THE STATE OF THE BREED 

STOP, THINK, BREED STANDARD ! 
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THE STATE OF THE BREED 

STOP, THINK, BREED STANDARD ! 

As Exhibitors, present your dogs in excellent condition. If your dog has a temporary 

health issue, don’t show it. Wait until he / she is back on top form. 

Entries have reduced significantly, cost is definitely an factor, wherever you can come 

to the shows, bring out your old dogs and your young dogs. Take the time to talk to 

new exhibitors. We can’t lose the experience and knowledge that we have in our more 

established kennels. 

As Judges, remember that you are not a vet but you can see obvious health issues, 

Interdigital cysts etc, Don’t award these dogs, you can guarantee that will be the dog 

that is talked about. 

Throughout all of this ‘type’ and Standard are of paramount importance. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Social media is a platform for good and bad. Some groups will use photographs with-

out permission and change images in order to portray Bulldogs as unhealthy with 

gross exaggerations.  

We can also show our fit, healthy dogs looking great in the ring and at home, playing 

running, jumping, behaving like dogs and showing the wonderful temperament that is 

special and essential in a strong, powerful dog. 

Sadly we ourselves can give negative press to our breed by publicly arguing on social 

media, its just what the breed haters like, so lets prove them wrong. Sort out any   

grievances privately. We are all very passionate and sometimes that makes us a little 

headstrong!  

We need to stick together, work together, forget our differences and defend the      

Bulldog.  

We will have tough times ahead but together we can do it !! 

With thanks to Lorraine Watkins 

Secretary to the Bulldog Breed 

Council 
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IN AID OF BULLDOG RESCUE AND REHOMING 

TAKES PLACE  

ON 

AT 

LODSWORTH, NR MIDHURST, WEST SUSSEX 

PURCHASE TICKETS OR BOOK YOUR STALL HERE 

 

SCAN QR CODE FOR INFORMATION, TICKET PURCHASE, STALL BOOKINGS etc 

Can be downloaded to your phone for easy future access 

KEEP UP WITH EVERYTHING THAT’S GOING ON  
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Wonderbull Autumn Bonanza. Event fundraising for Bulldog Rescue and Rehoming. 11th 

September at Shirebrook Sports and Social Club, Langwith Road, Shirebrook, Derbyshire.  

Fun dog show including a bulldog class. Stalls, Rescue stands, Have-a-Go agility and raffle. 

Super rosettes and trophies to be won.  

Along with a good team of friends and Notts. Bullie Nuts meet-up group, I have been manag-

ing to do at least two events each year for about 10 years. 

 

Yvonne Pannifer 

SUNDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER 2022 FROM 10:30-16:30 

Wonderbull Autumn Bonanza 
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‘HAVE A GO SHOW’ 
Michelle & Sully had a go—this is what happened: 

With an interest in potentially showing I began ringcraft classes with my young lad.  

The instructor was encouraging me to enter a show with him and have a go however I didn’t have 

the confidence in my handling. I’ve observed some handlers at a few shows and I was under no illu-

sion how much time, practice and skill they had and how much I needed to learn.  

I saw an opportunity to ‘Have a Go at Showing’ offered by the Kennel Club designed to encourage 

new people into showing, it seemed a super idea for a newbie like me. I took the plunge and booked 

it.  

I told no one until two days prior when I approached a ringcraft friend who shows for advice about 

timings, leads and overall things to consider.  

The actual day was fantastic, and began by meeting a KC representative and the seminar/Judging 

team led by Christina Chapman.  

The mix breed group were taken into a show ring and Christina guided us on what the judges will 

ask for and then shown by an experienced exhibitor and dog, how to do it.  

They split the class to practice in two groups, table and non table dogs. As a handler I received con-

stant advice, guidance and information to help enjoy it and learn.  

The seminar /judging team had sole focus on the dog and handler in front of them and gave helpful 

breed information, general advice and assured us that everyone starts somewhere and all dogs 

were new once.  

After the master class they announced they were going to do a competition and the winner would be 

invited to Crufts ‘to have a go’. !! 

They invited each individual dog and handler forward, asking us to stand/stack the dog with a new 

judge going over the dog.  

I found showing the teeth awkward but I did it.  

Then we were asked to move the dog as we’d practiced, a stand in front of the judge and then     

return to the rear of the line.  

Interestingly having had the masterclass this mini competition pressure felt manageable, you could 

feel everyone in the class encouraging each other but being a little more focused. 

The judge reviewed the dogs as we all stood on the outside of the ring and called me forward as the 

winner.  

I was super thrilled and said my thanks to the Judge, Christina and the seminar/

judges team as they’d helped me so much.  

It was super congratulating the other winners and of course fussed my lad,    

giving him a treat for putting his best paws forward for us.  

I throughly recommend going this route if like me the leap from ringcraft to a 

show seems daunting.  

Christina and the seminar/judging team invested their time and energy in the 

handlers and dogs selflessly making this event a fantastic experience.  

I’m pretty sure a number of class participants have been influenced to have a 

go at showing.  

A big thank you to the KC for such a super initiative and working to attract people across all breeds 

into showing.  
With grateful thanks to Michelle Cradock & of 

course Sully 
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‘HAVE A GO SHOW ’ 
By Christina Chapman 

There have been numerous discussions about attracting new exhibitors and many have 
come to nothing.  
 
I discussed this with some people from the Kennel Club a few years ago.  
 
The KC also thought it was a good idea and in 2019 launched the 'Have a Go Show' for 
brand new people or those who have maybe shown in the past and are a little uneasy 
about coming back.  
 
This was to run at the 9 All Breed Champ. Shows and I was asked to run these.  
 
The first one was at Manchester 2019 and was fully booked. It proved to be a learning 
curve for me as having an idea is one thing but then the practical side kicks in can be very 
different!  
 
However, everyone enjoyed it. Kathryn Mansfield came to watch and we had a good day.  
 
I had a little word with some friends and they all agreed to sponsor me.  
 
Gorgeous rosettes from Sharon Evison at Awardboard and Charles at Birdbrook were 
very generous along with Vince and Ali at Our Dogs providing goody bags, Royal Canin 
chipping in with things to be added, Josera Foods also contributed.  
 
Now what happens is that people enter via the Kennel Club website https://
www.thekennelclub.org.uk (input Have a Go Shows)  and then come along to the show.  
 
I have a wonderful team around me made up of experienced Junior Handler and some 
adults too.  
 
We start with a brief talk outlining what shows are all about and what can happen there.  
 
Then my team members demonstrate individually how to present a table or floor dog to 
the Judge and then how to move your dog for the Judge to see.  
 
We then divide the ring into two and proceed with letting the exhibitors try their hand and 
have a practice.  
 
We change the 'judges' and let them have two more practices, by this time the dogs are 
clicking on to what is happening and have calmed down and behave so well.  
 
This is when we have our climax when we have an actual 'show class' with a real Judge.  
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Again I use older Junior handlers for this.  
 
This is run exactly the same as any class at a show, save for the fact we place 10 dogs to 
give a few more people the chance to feel what it is like to be pulled out and presented 
with a prize.  
 
The judge then goes along the line and hands each one a rosette and I tell the winner they 
will be invited to the ‘Have a Go Final’ at the following Crufts!!  
 
Then those not pulled out also get attendance rosettes and all get goody bags to take 
home.  
 
We frequently have friends and family watching and although we have a serious intent in 
getting more exhibitors to join us, we do it with fun and have a few laughs.  
 
Now for any breeders who have new people with puppies wanting to show they can enter 
this and you are quite welcome to join us and offer breed specific advice during the train-
ing practise.  
 
There are 12 shows a year and we take up to 20 people at each one.  
 
There are two at Birmingham National and will be two at WKC.  
 
It is not a one entry only if anyone wants to enter another show they are free to do this too. 
 
I love doing this and we have had lovely feedback from people who are now showing,   
winning and having a great time.  
 
You are also welcome to come ringside and watch us in action.  
 
Many thanks for allowing me to do this article and please come and say hello if you are 
around at WKC on Saturday or Sunday afternoon, we would love to see you. 

‘HAVE A GO SHOW ’ 
By Christina Chapman 
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New to Dog Showing? 

Dog showing is the most popular canine activity in the country and is a great way to show 
others why your dog is the best in the world. 
 
All pedigree dogs can take part in dog showing and you never know, it could lead to you   
taking part in the world's greatest dog show, Crufts. 
 
What is dog showing? 
 
Dog showing or exhibiting is an exciting competitive activity where dogs compete against 
each other for prizes or awards. It is a competition where a dog’s attributes and               
conformation are compared against a Breed Standard for its breed. Whilst it must be taken 
very seriously, it can be a fun pursuit that people and their dogs thoroughly enjoy. 
 
What do I need to know? 
 
Ensure your dog is registered with The Kennel Club on the Breed Register. Only pedigree 
dogs are eligible to compete at dog shows (this does not include companion dog shows, 
where crossbreeds are allowed to compete) 
 
In order to compete, your dog will need to be at least 6 months of age or over on the first 
day of the show. However training can take place before it reaches 6 months of age 
 
Go to a local ringcraft class to learn the basics of how to show your dog in the ring 
 
All breeds are shown differently, so you will therefore need to understand how you can show 
your dog in a breed-specific way. Try to go to an open show or championship show and 
watch how your breed is shown  
 
Speak to exhibitors who are around the ring side. No question is a silly question - we were 
all new once, so ask away! Just remember not to disturb or distract someone who is just 
about to go into the ring 
 
Health is of paramount importance, so before taking part in dog showing, make sure your 
dog is fit for function, fit for life 
 
Familiarise yourself with The Kennel Club's show regulations 
 
 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/breed-standards/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/media/3463/show-f-regulations.pdf
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Are there any training classes I could attend? 
 
Yes, these are called ringcraft classes and are highly recommended. Ringcraft clubs 
are usually very sociable, where groups of like-minded people meet on a regular basis 
and have a great time together training their dogs. 
 
To find a club that holds ringcraft classes in your area, please visit tye Kennel Club 
website: Find a Club. 
 
Some ringcraft clubs not only run training classes for your dogs, but also hold competi-
tions such as matches, which are like a mini dog show so that members can see how 
they are progressing. 
 
Ringcraft classes can also be used as the basis of training you and your dog on how 
your dog should be handled and presented even if you have no thoughts of entering 
the ‘show scene’. They are not just for people wanting to show their dogs but for every-
body with a dog, and they will teach the basics such as: 
 
 socialisation with people and other dogs 
 training your dog to walk on a lead nicely without becoming distracted by people or   

other dogs 
 training your dog to allow people to examine and assess them by putting their 

hands on them, as a judge would 

What levels of dog shows are there? 
 
 Companion dog shows 
 Limited shows 
 Open shows 
 Premier shows 
 Championship shows 

Further information on each show level in the next edition 

New to Dog Showing? 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/search/find-a-club/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/events-and-activities/dog-showing/companion-dog-shows/
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SOUTH OF ENGLAND BULLDOG at  

COBHAM VILLAGE HALL  

Lushington Drive, Cobham, Surrey KT11 2LU  
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WOULDN’T MY GIRL MAKE AN AMAZING MUMMY!! 

Before you even start to think about breeding a litter of puppies, remember that any 

mistakes you make at this stage will affect the resultant dogs for the whole of their 

lives. 

Have you read and understood the Bulldog Breed Standard.  This is the ‘blueprint’ for Bull-

dogs, and your puppies should match this Standard as closely as possible.  The Breed   

Standard can be found on the Bulldog Breed Council website www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

and on the Kennel Club website. 

We are only custodians of this ancient breed. We need to ensure that the Bulldog is in good 

order for the people coming after us, so that they can too enjoy the remarkable characteristics 

of this breed. 

Your pet does not need to be a parent.  Any decision to 

breed a litter of puppies is yours and yours alone.  Your 

bitch will need to be at least 2 years of age. 

OK, so to some practical aspects. 

Have you had a really good look at your pet, how does she com-

pare to the Breed Standard.  If she is absolutely perfect, then I 

suggest you read the Standard again, or have a closer look at 

her.  If she is still perfect, she will be the first ever perfect Bull-

dog! 

She will need to be health checked.  Please go to the Bulldog Breed Council website, 

and under the Health section you will find details of the Health Scheme.  Get her graded on 

the health scheme and if you are satisfied that she has made the grade, then lets look at other 

aspects. 

Be very aware that giving birth and having puppies is not risk free. Are you confident 

that you have the emotional stability to see your pet through any difficulties which may lay 

ahead. 

Do you have absolute confidence that your vet will help you in the 

case of an emergency.  There is a list of vets on the Bulldog Breed 

Council website who have been  recommended by other Bulldog 

owners.  It may be a good idea to have a look at that. 

Have you got enough money to cover costs should things not go  

exactly to plan. 

Is there a friend or mentor that you know, who has had experience of Bulldog litters, who 

would be able to help you.  If not, it is always a good idea to contact the Secretary of your   

local Bulldog Club to see if there is anyone local to you who could help. All secretaries are   

detailed on the Bulldog Breed Council website, under ‘Contacts’ 

Do you have the time, space and facilities to dedicate to a litter of puppies. 

Are the two dogs healthy and compatible? 

Have you got a vet you can trust absolutely with your dog in the case of an emergency. 
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Lets have another good look at your bitch now you have read the Breed Standard again. 

You need to find a mate who is health tested, Standard colour and carries qualities which 

your bitch may lack, to produce puppies as close to the Breed Standard as possible. 

Just to recap.  Check the Bulldog Breed Standard. It is the blueprint for the breed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check your resources, emotional and financial.  Do you have the time to dedicate to a   

litter of puppies. 

Are the two dogs healthy and compatible?  Is your bitch over 2 years of age? 

Have the dog and bitch been graded on the Bulldog Breed Council Health Scheme? 

Have you got a vet you can trust absolutely with your dog in the case of an emergency. 

If all this is Yes—then go ahead and look forward to the ride of your life.  

 

A quote from an ‘Old Timer’  Breed the best with the best and hope for the best. 

 

WOULDN’T MY GIRL MAKE AN AMAZING MUMMY!! 
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HEALTH CORNER 

THE ROUTE TO HEALTH TESTING YOUR BULLDOG 

The Bulldog Breed Council have a health testing certification scheme for all Bulldogs. The up-

front cost for all grades is £10.00 payable to the Bulldog Breed Council.  

Awarding Bronze, Silver, Gold and Gold Stars based on criteria being met and health test-

ing outcomes. 

The scheme tests are broader than the recognised tests for Bulldogs by the Kennel Club.  

The Kennel Club records and publishes RFGS (BOAS) and HUU on their register and is visible to 

all.  

For the Bronze test, a vet performs a non invasive physical review of the Bulldog, covering items 

against the Bulldog standard such as colour, pigment, eye colour and temperament to name a 

few and further physicality checks such as patella, heart, movement etc there are 19 items in  

total which they assess from a veterinarian standpoint and provide the owner with the written 

form after assessment.  

The cost can be upwards of £35.  

To be awarded Silver and Gold there are more detailed tests required: 

HUU: this can be evidence of parents ’ test results or undertaking a test. These are available to 

order online from genetic testing companies who then post them out. Some communicate the 

results to the KC as well as you or they can just issue the results to you, leaving it with you to   

inform the KC if you want to.  The test comes with swabs and you take a swap from the inside of 

the dogs cheeks and post the swabs back. Cost-wise this is anywhere from £30 depending on 

the service they offer.  

Heart tests - these can be booked with a vet or at shows by an Eye Specialist Veterinarian. 

Some dog shows arrange for a specialist to attend to hold a Heart testing day to help make it  

accessible to all. The cost can be from £45. You can attend a different breed show to have the 

heart test done.  

There is a BVA Health Testing Facebook page to connect with the community who arrange or 

promote where the testing events are being planned.  

Eyes are very similar to heart in that you can book with a vet or attend a BVA specialist 

testing event at a dog show. Cost can be from £35 upwards.  

RFGS or BOAS can only be performed by recognised veterinarian. Choices maybe a local 

vet, contact University of Cambridge directly and book or again find it on the BVA Health Testing 

Page on Facebook  to locate a show where they have set up a RFGS testing day. Cost can 

be from £45 upwards.  

To enter the Bulldog Breed Council scheme you also have to pay £10 as a one off fee for the 

certification. 

For all details please go to the website: www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk  and under the ‘Health’ 

tab you will find all the criteria and forms. 
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First things first.  We are not talking about epilepsy.  If your Bulldog starts to display Idiopathic 

Head Tremors, he will be conscious and his limbs will NOT twitch or shake. 

Idiopathic is a medical term which is used to describe a condition which has no known cause.   

 

“Idiopathic head tremors in dogs are characterized by involuntary lateral or vertical movement of 

the head. Idiopathic head tremors are ordinarily considered a benign disease characterized by   

uncontrollable head tremors of spontaneous initiation and cessation. These head tremors are   

considered idiopathic because the cause is not apparent, but nervous system disorders, seizures 

and head injuries may be significant contributors of idiopathic head tremors in dogs. Head tremors 

are usually not associated with any other symptoms, although some dogs have other signs of    

disease in addition to head tremors.” (Wikipedia) 

 

The dog will have a far-away look in his eyes but will remain conscious and responsive. Only the 

head will nod.  It is clearly involuntary.  Although frightening for you, it is essential that you don ’t 

start to panic around the dog.  He needs comfort and reassurance. 

Unfortunately, most vets immediately treat such cases as probable seizures, prescribing Pheno-

barbital or Potassium Bromide. In cases of idiopathic head nodding, such medications do no good 

because the syndrome is not related  to seizure activity. Affected dogs, therefore, will not benefit 

from such medications and may actually develop unpleasant side effects.  

Additionally, as the medication has no effect, the vet may well start on a series of neurological tests 

which are extremely worrying and expensive for you and stressful for the dog. 

 

Don’t forget. We are talking about head nodding; the dog is conscious and no limbs are 

twitching or shaking. 

Your dog should see the vet if he loses consciousness or shows any other signs of neurological 

damage. If he seems unresponsive and will not raise his head when you call his name, it could  

signal an uncontrollable seizure.  

 

What are the probable causes of Head Nodding 

Low Glucose Levels.  

In some cases, head nodding may be associated with low glucose levels in the blood. This may 

occur in lactating dogs, who may have lowered glucose/calcium levels. Head nodding may also 

be due to hormonal fluctuations, which can result in more visible head nodding during oestrus. If 

related to low glucose levels, rubbing some honey on the dog's gums should reduce and stop  it. 

 

IDIOPATHIC HEAD TREMORS (HEAD NODDING) 
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Calcium Deficiency.  

Puppies have on occasion shown head nodding episodes if their calcium levels are low   

during their development. 

 

Heartworm Medication.  

In some cases episodes of head nodding have been linked to the administration of       

heartworm medication. While there may be a link, no thorough studies seem to have been 

done yet to suggest this as a possibility. 

 

Stress 

Anecdotally it would appear that stress in Bulldogs can cause head nodding, such as     

moving house, bearing puppies, travelling in the car and pain.  That is why it is so important 

that you do not panic, but reassure your dog, rub some honey on his gums and make sure 

he knows everything is alright.  If you panic around him, it will make things much worse.  

 

Usually these are episodic attacks. The dog may be symptom-free for weeks  and then the 

head nodding will return just as before. The head nodding also seems to subside when the 

dog is busy doing an activity such as eating or playing. So try and distract him with a walk or 

playing in the garden. 

 

Obviously if these attacks continue or there are other 

symptoms, there is the possibility that it is indicative 

of neurological damage, but first rule out the simple 

things: stress, low glucose levels and pain because 

once the vet is involved, he will want to medicate and 

carry out pretty extensive tests, and if there is no    

underlying neurological cause, the medication and 

stress of testing, as well as your anxiety may cause 

more problems. 

Remember, this is called Idiopathic Head Tremors.  

The vet will know exactly what you are talking about.  

IDIOPATHIC HEAD TREMORS (HEAD NODDING) 
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THEN AND NOW 

Many breeds have changed and evolved through the years, most have become more  exagger-
ated in many breed points.  Some have changed out of all recognition to the original breed.   

Bulldog breeders are constantly being accused of this, but as you will see from these compari-
sons going back over 140 years bulldogs have probably changed less than most other breeds.  

 

This is a champion bulldog from 1880  
  
He is in a relaxed pose compared with the photos of the 
more recent bulldogs.   Point by point he’s wouldn’t be 
very different from current bulldogs if he was carrying 
more weight, and we should allow for the bad pictures 
of the time, as I cannot believe he actually had such 
awful feet and hindquarters! 

  

 
  
  

This is a current champion bulldog 
  
If anything the head is cleaner than the previous dogs 
and there is less dewlap.  The dog is also sounder in 
construction 

  

 
  
  

This is a champion bulldog from 1980 
  
The amount of wrinkle, the topline, width of shoulders, 
dewlap and ears are all very similar.  The main thing we 
are accused of is shortening the muzzle.  It is very obvi-
ous that the muzzle length is no different from 100 years 
previously. 

  
  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

These images surely show that, far from     
having a more exaggerated dog prone to 
health problems, current breeders have not 
changed the breed significantly over the last 
140 years, except to improve soundness. 

With grateful thanks to Pam Freeman   

(Breed Council Education Committee) 
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FROM THE KENNEL 

CLUB 
Top 5 most common health problems  
 
As a dog owner, it's important that you understand and are familiar with the common disorders 
that might affect your dog. Regular care, cleaning and general checking of your dog can make a 
big difference and will help to avoid some of these problems. 
 
The top five problems in dogs are: 
 
 gum disease 

 ear infections 

 obesity 

 overgrown nails 

 anal sac impaction 

This month it is anal sac impaction. 
   
Not too pleasant – so if it is not for you, scroll on! 
 
They're not the stuff of dinner party conversations, but knowing how to spot a problem could save 
your dog a lot of misery. 

SOUND FAMILIAR? 

Picture the scene. You've just washed your dog from top to tail using the finest shampoo and   
conditioner money can buy, but even after drying him, the same horrible fishy odour you noticed 
pre-groom is still lingering in your poor nostrils. 'So where's the smell coming from?' you          
wonder. It's highly likely that your dog's smelly anal glands are the culprits. 

WHAT ARE ANAL GLANDS? 

Anal glands (or anal sacs) are relatively small glands found on either side of your dog's anus (and 
no, humans don't have them!). They're found just below the surface of the skin between the      
external and internal sphincter muscles. 

WHY DO DOGS HAVE ANAL GLANDS? 

Dogs usually use these glands to identify each other and mark territory by making a distinctive 
thick, foul smelling, oily liquid. This is the reason dogs smell other dogs' bottoms when they meet 
and greet, standing tense with tails erect to swap their own unique smells (a bit like individual fin-
gerprints). 

HOW DO DOGS EMPTY THEIR ANAL GLANDS? 

Unlike the skunk, domestic dogs and cats have largely lost their ability to empty their anal glands 
voluntarily. Your dog's anal glands may empty when walking around, especially when they're 
stressed, creating a very sudden unpleasant change in smell. Going for a poo puts natural pres-
sure on the rectum walls to empty their glands which can lubricate the anal opening, making it 
easier for them to go. 
 
 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/health-and-care/a-z-of-health-and-care-issues/dental-care/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/health-and-care/a-z-of-health-and-care-issues/ear-infection-otitis-externa/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/health-and-care/a-z-of-health-and-care-issues/managing-weight/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/health-and-care/a-z-of-health-and-care-issues/long-claws/
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health-and-dog-care/health/health-and-care/a-z-of-health-and-care-issues/anal-gland-impaction/
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HOW CAN ANAL GLANDS BECOME IMPACTED? 

Anal glands can fill for a number of reasons; most commonly when there hasn't been 
enough pressure to empty the glands, such as, after a few days of diarrhoea. Whenever 
they haven't emptied properly, there's a chance that glands can become blocked, impacted 
and swollen. If they're impacted for too long they can build up nasty bacteria, causing pain, 
increased swelling and sometimes even abscesses and fever. 

HOW DO I KNOW IF MY DOG MAY HAVE A PROBLEM? 

 
Signs of anal sac impaction can include: 
 
A nasty fishy smell 
 
Usually, anal gland secretions are extremely minute, so you don't 
usually see or smell them - though you may notice your dog's bedding becomes a bit smelly 
between  washes. When you can actually smell the odour emanating from your dog's back-
side there may be a     problem. 
 
Dragging or scooting their bum 
 
Some dogs seem unable to empty their glands fully on their own, causing the glands to    
become impacted and uncomfortable. These dogs to drag or 'scoot' their rear-ends along 
the ground (or more commonly your brand-new, cream-coloured carpet) in an attempt to 
empty them. 
 
Having an uncomfortable bum 
 
Other signs include licking or biting around their anal area, chasing their tail, sitting uncom-
fortably, or even licking paws - both front and back - in sheer frustration. 
 
Changes in colour of anal gland fluid 
 
Normal anal gland fluid ranges from yellow to tan in colour and is watery in consistency.   
Impacted anal gland material is usually brown or grey and thick, with the occasional       
presence of blood or pus indicating infection. 

HOW ARE IMPACTED ANAL GLANDS TREATED? 

Vets will usually treat this by expression of the gland (usually far too painful in the conscious 
patient), antibiotics and pain relief, and even repeated flushes of the glands.  
With rare cases of recurrent infection or presence of a specific type of malignant tumour, 
anal glands may be removed surgically. The potential complications of this specialist type of 
surgery, however, make the operation strictly reserved for essential cases only. 

SHOULD I REGULARLY EMPTY MY DOG'S ANAL GLANDS TO PREVENT THIS HAP-
PENING? 

Not all dog experts agree the anal glands should be interfered with in any way - unless the 
dog is showing signs of a problem. Applying pressure to an anal sac impaction or infection 
could cause the gland to rupture, and lead to bleeding and painful complications for your 
dog. Always speak to your vet for advice. 

FROM THE KENNEL 

CLUB 
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Both myself and Steve were very proud of Morgan at the Leeds Championship Show.  

It was his first time out in veteran after retiring nearly three years ago.  

We had done no training at all just put him in the car at 5am. After being awarded Best Veteran 

in Breed by Judge Sharon Evison we then waited until the very last group of the day and Mor-

gan did the breed proud and first was short listed to 6 which I was over the moon with. He then 

went on to be awarded Group 2 by Mr Dave Killilea and in true Morgan style, still as fit as in his 

earlier showing days, he demolished the group 2 stand.  

It was a challenge as he has a very short attention span never missing anything going on 

around him, always looking for the next thing to get up to and the pre judging was a very large 

group.  

He thoroughly enjoyed the day, I however feel like I’ve run a marathon and my days of that are 

long behind me. We finally arrived home at 9pm tired (except Morgan) but very happy for the 

Bulldog Breed, as we hope you are.  

BULLDOG TAKES VETERAN GROUP 2 AT LEEDS 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

With grateful thanks to Sue Sibbick—and 

of course the indomitable Morgan 
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BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE BOARD 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FINDING THE RIGHT BREEDER  

BENJI’S STORY – A SIX DAY JOURNEY  

Benji belonged to a nurse, she was working 12 hour shifts and 
Benji was left shut in a small kitchen with the owner’s mother 
popping in to take him for a walk.  

“Benji was my daughters dog I took him on from her as she’s is 
a nurse working 12 hour shifts but unfortunately my own dog 
won’t accept him”  

Already diagnosed with a heart murmur, we arranged to bring 
him into our care.   

Benji wasn’t bred by a responsible breeder, but he was         
registered with the Kennel club as “Sable NRC”. (NCR: Non 
Recognised Colour)  

The pedigree is full of known ‘colour’ breeders (people who breed Bulldogs solely to 
achieve certain colours with no regard for health), and you need to get right back to the 3rd 
generation before you get any dogs recognised as Breed Standard.  

I’m not saying the breeder didn’t care but ……. Benji’s vet history showed that he had a 
very high grade 4-6 murmur along with other congenital heart defects especially with his 
valves - he was supposed to be on Atenolol but the owners kept reducing the dose because 
they said it upset his stomach - this is not a known symptom of this drug. 

So he came into our care and we made the arrangements for our vet to check him over.  

“The vet was very shocked at the condition of this dog, very skeletal with a fluid filled belly. 
He thinks the heart murmur has now reached grade 6 and he is in imminent danger of a  
fatal heart episode It is highly unlikely he will see 1.5 years as his condition is worsening 
every day . He is also in suspected liver failure”  

The vets advice ……. Immediate Euthanasia.  

So the decision was made to let this boy go and if you ever wanted an insight into what   
volunteering actually felt like …. Just read this from the volunteer that looked after him.  

“It was a very hard decision and sadly I couldn't be with Benji, for that last moment, 
as its still raw with losing my own Bear and my Bonbon so recently, but hubby was 
with him and that truly was the better choice, as Benji had an instant love for him.  

He was his new shadow and best friend.  

When we came home he went straight to him and always listened to him.  

Benji was so bloody loving and sloppy with kisses and would sit with you for a      
cuddle.  

Normally any foster that come to our home, always comes to me but it was so lovely 
to see him bond to my husband instead instantly.  
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I cried on the way home and called the owner so many names and said why can't they 
have the nuts to do the right thing for their baby.  

As a ‘fur-mummy’ I completely understand how hard the decision is to put your baby to 
sleep. But it's also soooo important to me that I'm there for my baby’s last moments so 
they know I bloody love them and that I'm so sorry and that we are the face they see 
before they sleep  

So I cried hard, BECAUSE it was not his fault and he came to live with strangers and 
then put to sleep 6 days later.  

Benji would have wanted to see the one person he loved the most at that moment. 

We have lost 2 babies ourselves in the last 3 years and after everything we did for our 
babies we had to make that difficult decision too. But we were with them all the way 
and our vet gives you all the time you need afterwards to say goodbye.  

We adopted our Casper from our vet. He had been bred for greed as he was a merle!  

He has a submucous cleft palate but we have not had it operated on as its doesn't  
affect him.  

Casper and his brother were left in a box to die as they couldn't be sold for £8,000 
GREED!  

They were lucky that someone came to view a puppy and took them to my vets at 3 
days old.  

So I truly hate people who are money mad and not breeding the right standards for the 
breed.” 

This makes me so mad and also so sad, as those dogs don't ask to be born but they are for 
greed.  

But personally, I wished Benji had his owner by his side at the end.  

It wasn’t the owner’s fault, she was sold a dog into a situation that didn’t suit one 

It wasn’t the dog’s fault, he never asked to be born and certainly didn’t ask to be so poorly 
that his owners couldn’t afford his treatment or cope with the condition.  

It wasn’t the Rescue Volunteer’s fault, she joined because she wanted to help bulldogs – not 
kill them  

The blame firmly lays with the breeder. The sole intention was to make money from a 
rare colour. To take the money from a lady who worked 12 hour shifts without a 
thought as to where his pup would be kept.  

BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE BOARD 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FINDING THE RIGHT BREEDER  

BENJI’S STORY – A SIX DAY JOURNEY  
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To produce a dog so poorly he never made it to 2 years old – I bet he doesn’t 
even know what happened to him. SO PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE – ONLY EVER 
BUY FROM A REPUTABLE BREEDER.  

I’m not saying this would never have happened to a Standard bulldog – but the support 

shown would have been much better – and maybe he would never have been sold to 

that family in the first place.  

Off the back of this very sad case we decided to give our ‘Litters for Sale’ page a 

boost.  

This page has always been on our website and the idea is to try and help people who 

are looking for a bulldog find a breeder that does it properly.  

We had a good response with a few litters going on the same day but when the link 

was added to our Facebook page this was what happened: 

“How can you possibly state you are a rescue when you promote breeding?” 

“You're a disgrace to rescue” 

“Outrageous A registered charity pimping for breeders!!” 

“unreal isn't it, they're on another planet What a crap “rescue.” 40 years experi-

ence in opinion and self importance and ZERO IN ACTUAL ANIMAL WELFARE” 

They went on all day - although I did find this particular one amusing when Lorrainne 

Watkins (Secretary to the Bulldog Breed Council) stepped in to support us:  

“Lorraine Watkins seriously?? Have you ever asked ANY vet about the health of 

a brachy dog?” 

I’m not a lover of statements, I feel they give the trolls a platform but as was pointed out 

– sometimes you have to.  

So after a sleepless night getting upset over the fact that my life’s work was being 

trashed for all to see we published the following  

“Over the past 24 hours Bulldog Rescue has come under a lot of criticism for 

having a “Litters for Sale” page on our website. So, I would just like to explain 

the reasoning for this page and expel some of the slanderous comments that 

have been made towards our charity this weekend.  

This rescue has been here for over 40 years and in that time we have watched 

our breed go from a small minority of dogs to a massive number of litters – half 

of which have been deliberately bred AGAINST the standard for profit – in     

particular for colour.  

Dogs bred deliberately of non-standard coats in order to advertise as “rare” and 

subsequently sell for up to £20,000 a dog.  

BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE BOARD 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FINDING THE RIGHT BREEDER  

USE THE BULLDOG RESCUE PUPPY PAGE 
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These dogs are now making their way into our care and some of them are     

horrendous, not just with bad conformation but terrible illnesses.  

We have seen a huge rise in dogs with Spina Bifida, we have seen the return of 

BOAS and heavy nose ropes which as we know can cause all kinds of discom-

fort for the individual dog.  

We are watching the kind, gentle temperament of our breed change for the 

worse with serious behavioural problems taking up much of the rehabilitation 

time.“ 

Now, whatever your view on the breed, a conversation we are having over and over 

again with owners of these dogs is the fact that they had no way of being pointed in the 

right direction when they were searching for their new family member.  

Not all breeders are bad; good breeders are the future of every breed and whether you 

agree with pure bred dogs or not, all of our thoughts are simply an opinion.  

It is the opinion of Bulldog Rescue however, that if people had better direction they 

could avoid the fad breeders; the ‘back yard breeders’ who pick up on a fashion and 

run with it.  

We can ensure that people purchase a puppy from a trusted source, and if we can 

change the way people look for their pup we can influence the number of bulldogs that 

end up in Rescue care.  

By educating potential buyers on what to avoid, we can maybe burst the bubble of the 

fad colour breeders; those messing with the merle gene because the pups are even 

rarer; those who want a return to massive heads and overdone features because they 

look cute.  

If we can support the breeders who health test; who stand by their dogs; who would not 

utter the words “not my problem” when you need help we can, in turn not only ensure 

the health of our breed continues to improve but also ensure that pups are sold into the 

right families and situations; that breeders vet who the dog goes to and stay in touch to 

make sure the dog is OK for the rest of its’ life.  

We work very closely with the Bulldog Breed Council and the Kennel Club alongside 

almost all of the Breed Clubs and despite the recent accusations, we are not profiting 

from advertising these litters and the minute you can’t answer a question correctly on 

the advert form your advert is rejected.  

We need to ensure that people have a better understanding of what our breed is, of the 

work that has gone on behind the scenes for many many years to improve it, that has 

been undone by ‘Greeders’ passing through because the bulldog is the latest fashion 

trend.  

BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE BOARD 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FINDING THE RIGHT BREEDER  

USE THE BULLDOG RESCUE PUPPY PAGE 
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BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE BOARD 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FINDING THE RIGHT BREEDER  

USE THE BULLDOG RESCUE PUPPY PAGE 

Whatever your thoughts on breeding, Breeders are the source of every dog that comes into 

our care and if trying to make it a little easier for both the buying public and the breeders who 

stand by improving the breed then to us that is a positive step.  

Problems within the welfare of this breed go far beyond the stray problem, in fact we see very 

few strays – we do however see many families who bought a dog because they didn’t know 

any better.  

We have read every comment, some of them quite hurtful and in places slanderous. In some 

cases, it’s not even been about our practices it’s been about a breed that some don’t feel 

should exist. All of these comments are still visible as we feel everyone has the right of reply – 

but a reply that is educated is better.  

Our goal is to stamp out the breeding of sick, overpriced dogs because the chap responsible 

wants to make more money from them.  

The result has been a massive rise in Fertility Clinics whose sole intention is to breed vast 

numbers of non-standard dogs, many of which are deformed or sick.  

The huge rise in people who have bought a bulldog and realised they are not the lazy couch 

potatoes they were led to believe they were, are now causing an almost pandemic of        

abandoned bulldogs, none of which ever asked to be born.  

Bulldog Rescue was the only breed rescue for 30 years, we now have 3 dedicated rescues 

and bulldogs are landing in rescue’s all over the UK.  

THAT NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE AND IT HAS TO STOP  

Education is not a contradiction of our Mission Statement, it has always been there and what 

ever you think of this initiative, if it can stop just one ‘back-yard breeder’ plying their trade then 

the page on the web site has done its job.  

We encourage every breeder of STANDARD HEALTH TESTED bulldogs to use this page, if 

you don’t meet our criteria your advert will not be published. We need to help people buy a 

healthy bulldog from a healthy source and before you say there’s no such thing as a healthy 

bulldog – that is your opinion and we can prove otherwise – as can the University of           

Cambridge so as the saying goes: “If you have nothing positive to say please be quiet”         

because this battle is a serious one and goes far beyond your personal opinion of the Bulldog. 

So now I’ve gone out on a limb in an effort to get people to go to reputable breeders – please 

can you do me a huge favour? Hop on our web site at www.bulldogrescue.org.uk click 

on “Breeders Page” and advertise your healthy, tested, standard pups? There is the 

option for people to leave reviews too so even if you don’t have any spare pups in the 

litter – could you advertise them anyway so your buyers can tell everyone how fantas-

tic you are. 

WITH GRATEFUL THANKS TO TANIA HOLMES      

BULLDOG RESCUE & REHOMING 
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SEMINARS AND TESTING DAYS 

 

 

 

 

14th August 2022 

Conformation & Movement & Critique Writing 

At Cobham, Surrey 

Contact : London Bulldog Society 

Gemma: 07595 603 751 or Terri: 07982 771 674 

email: gemma@loveabull.co.uk 

5th August 2022 

Critique Writing & Puppy Development 

PM Paignton Champ Show 
Contact Christina Chapman 01507 363736  

Or by name on facebook 

Or christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com 

6th August 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge 

PM Paignton Champ Show 
Contact Christina Chapman 01507 363736  

Or by name on facebook 

Or christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com 

7th August 2022 

Conformation & Movement 

PM Paignton Champ Show 
Contact Christina Chapman 01507 363736  

Or by name on facebook 

Or christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com 

18th August 2022 

Points of the Dog Assessment & Requirements of a 
Dog Show Judge 

Welsh Kennel Club 2022 Championship Show  Accred-
ited Trainer: Dr Ruth Barbour 

Contact : Graham & Ann Hill, Rose Cottage, West 
Street, Llantwit Major, Vale of Glamorgan CF61 1SP 
Tel: 01446 792457  

Email: wkcsecretary@aol.com 

19th August 2022 

Points of the Dog Assessment & Conformation & 
Movement 

Welsh Kennel Club 2022 Championship Show  Accred-
ited Trainer: Dr Ruth Barbour 

Contact : Graham & Ann Hill, Rose Cottage, West 
Street, Llantwit Major, Vale of Glamorgan CF61 1SP 
Tel: 01446 792457  

Email: wkcsecretary@aol.com 

20th August 2022 

Points of the Dog Assessment & Requirements of a 
Dog Show Judge 

Welsh Kennel Club 2022 Championship Show  Accred-
ited Trainer: Dr Ruth Barbour 

Contact : Graham & Ann Hill, Rose Cottage, West 
Street, Llantwit Major, Vale of Glamorgan CF61 1SP 
Tel: 01446 792457  

Email: wkcsecretary@aol.com 

21stAugust 2022 

Points of the Dog Assessment & Conformation & 
Movement 

Welsh Kennel Club 2022 Championship Show  Accred-
ited Trainer: Dr Ruth Barbour 

Contact : Graham & Ann Hill, Rose Cottage, West 
Street, Llantwit Major, Vale of Glamorgan CF61 1SP 
Tel: 01446 792457  

Email: wkcsecretary@aol.com 
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25th September 2022 

Ring Stewarding & Critique Writing 

Accredited Trainer: Mrs Christine Chapman 

Ormskirk West Lancashire 
 
Contact Kirsty Biggs 07929256143  

email: biggskirsty15@gmail.com 

30th October 2022 

Points of the Dog 

Accredited Trainer: Mrs Christine Chapman 

Woolmer Green, Herts 
 
Contact: Sue Mitchell 07463 160371  
 
email: Suemitchellhwv@gmail.com 

19th November 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge & Critique 

Writing 

Accredited Trainer: Mrs Christine Chapman 

East Coast Training Anderby Lincs 
 
Contact Sue Oakley 07732290452 
Email: nanakhouns@gmail.com 

SEMINARS AND TESTING DAYS 

22nd October 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge  

 
Accredited Trainer: Mrs Christine Chapman 

Pollard C S (Barnsley) 
 

Contact: Mark Houchin 07557770720  

email: markhouchin89@icloud.com 

5th November 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge & Critique 

Writing 

Accredited Trainer: Mrs Christine Chapman 

Mid. ESS Chesterfield 
 
Contact Kay Woodward 07808 770777  
email: anniesmum21@yahoo.com 

11th September 2022 

Conformation & Movement & Puppy Develop-

ment 

Accredited Trainer: Mrs Christine Chapman 

Hednesford Cannock 
 
Contact Lynne Pallatina 0570 8096007 or Felicity 
07481177808 

email: info@pearlwynd.co.uk 

8th October 2022 

Conformation & Movement 

Accredited Trainer: Mrs Christine Chapman 

North SBT Ferryhill 
 
Contact Audrey Hubery 01388 606000 

email: nozac.hubery@gmail.com 

6th November 2022 

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge & Critique 

Writing 

Accredited Trainer: Mrs Christine Chapman 

Mid. Border Terrier Ashfordby 
 
Contact richard.wright07@gmail.com 
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HOOPERS 

Have you ever heard of Hoopers? If you were at Crufts 2018 you may have seen it         
featured. It’s a new sport for dogs and their owners and it’s proving to be very popular. 
Hoopers has all the benefits of dog agility and it’s just as challenging for the dog’s mind, 
but it is physically easier for dog and the owner. What that means is that young puppies, 
older dogs and dogs or owners with physical impairments can have just as much fun as 
their super-athletic counterparts. 
 
What is Hoopers? 
 
Hoopers is all about teamwork between a dog and its owner. It comprises a series of ob-
stacles that are all at ground level. There are hoops, tunnels, barrels to go around and 
sometimes a low A-frame. But no jumps, no see-saws and no tables. It’s a low impact ac-
tivity for the dog which means that puppies as young as four months old can enjoy the 
sport without fear of long term damage to growing bones. Older, arthritic bones can cope 
with it too.  As for the owner – there doesn’t need to be any running and jumping from them 
either. It’s about communication, not athletic prowess. 
 
In dog agility competition the owner runs from obstacle to obstacle guiding the dog, the 
Hoopers participant doesn’t need to run alongside the dog to issue commands. Everything 
is done from a distance. 
 
Hoopers teaches distance commands that can be used outside of the classroom 

 

It’s great to have fun with your dog in a classroom type situation, a competition or your 

back garden. But those are not the only places you’ll ever spend time with your dog off-

lead. What about in the local park? Perhaps you enjoy beach walks or hiking? 

 

There sometimes comes a time when you need your dog to stop what he’s doing IMMEDI-

ATELY, to change direction or to come back to you. On a windy day or over a long         

distance your voice may not carry. But if you have taught your dog to focus on you at all 

times and to respond to hand signals – Bingo! You can feel more confident about letting 

him run around off lead IF it’s appropriate to do so. 

 

You don’t need to be super fit to enjoy Hoopers 

 

Because Hoopers is about the owner giving distance commands for a low impact 

activity. Neither the dog nor the owner needs to be super-agile. 
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I have decided to write this post because of the pups we've had in recently that have desperately 
needed medical attention and people asking why breeders aren't stepping up to the plate.  
 
One of them is Kevin who was handed to us with Deb the chocolate 
pup. Stacy C…. collected them both and it was obvious from the   out-
set he had serious mobility issues.  
 
Stacey took him to the vet this morning with Deb and after a long talk 
with our trusted vet we decided the kindest thing for him was to go to 
sleep peacefully. His front leg bones were twisted and his back end 
was collapsing with a noticeable anomaly in his spine meaning he had 
a hemivertibrae as well. He would never have been able to be a proper 
bulldog so, regardless of the cost, we were not prepared to put him 
through months of painful surgery and recovery with no guarantee of a 
quality of life at the end. A puppy deserves to be a puppy at the end of 
the day. 
 
The bottom line is when we're asked to take a puppy (or any dog) that 
has health issues we think of their welfare first and foremost - end of.  
 
In an ideal world of course any breeder should take responsibility, but in an ideal world the 
public would also stop buying from anywhere but a truly reputable breeder health testing fully 
& offering lifetime backup and support, then many many of these pups wouldn't have been 
bred to feed the never ending demand for more and more colourful and 'unusual' dogs.  
 
Its a double edged sword which is supply and demand driven. Money is definitely the root of all evil 
where bulldogs are concerned. 
 
If we don't take the pups they're going to end up somewhere, regardless, and we would rather make 
the right choices for them, like we have with Kevin, than have them live a life of pain or neglect simply 
because no one can bare to do the right thing by them.  
 
We care about every bulldog we help, we know with the pups we're asked to take we can place 
them with fosters that may already have a foster in, we know they won't take up foster spaces that 
other dogs may need. Yes they may cost us money and yes that responsibility should be with the 
breeders but it doesn't work like that, we're realists.  
 
We used to run a Breeder Rehome Scheme, to help those dogs being retired from use as breeding 
animals get a Forever Sofa rather than living out their days in kennels. We rehomed nearly 70 dogs 
from many well known & not so well known kennels. But once we started asking for help paying for 
spay/neuter or any other surgery they needed the requests to help dried up. So saying a breeder 
should pay simply doesn't work, the dogs will just stay put and usually in a kennel until they're passed 
on some other way. 
 
Anyone that doesn't agree with how we work or how we use our very precious funds doesn't have to 
donate to us, we understand that, there are hundreds of other rescues out there to support. But we 
can't turn our backs on dogs that are in dire straits - seeing pups like Dug, Fernando, ReliantRobin, 
Aikido, McLaren (and the dozens of others we could name) in Forever Homes living their best lives is 
why we do it...why our wonderful supporters keep this Charity going and why we know we could never 
do it without them & are eternally grateful  
 
Adopt Don't Shop - its that simple. 

Sleep Tight Kevin....play hard at the Bridge with no more pain  

A POST FROM THE CHAIRWOMAN OF  

THE EDWARD FOUNDATION REGARDING PUPPIES RECENTLY 

TAKEN IN 
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The Bulldog Breed Council DVD is available through 

the website. 

An educational film  explaining  all the points in the 

Bulldog Breed Standard. 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

 

 

Join the Bulldog Breed Council Education Facebook Group:   

EDUCATION STATION 

Whether you wish to show your Bulldog or have him at home as the beloved pet,  socialisation and 

training are essential. 

You will probably find puppy socialisation classes advertised at your vet’s surgery, so do go and 

have fun with other puppies. 

You can find local dog training  classes on the Kennel Club website www.thekennelclub.co.uk   

Also, why not join your local Bulldog Club.  Go to the Bulldog Breed Council website 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk—under Contacts you will find the contact details of all the Club      

Secretaries. 
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Have you  ever considered Rescue and maybe rehoming a 

Bulldog. 

We have 3 Bulldog Rescue Charities:  

Bulldog Rescue, Geordie Bullies and The Edward Foundation 

All of these charities do amazing work on behalf of the Bulldog Breed. However, due to the 

unprecedented number of dogs now finding their way into Rescue following the Covid 

Pandemic and huge number of dogs bred with no regard for health or temperament, they 

are under enormous financial pressure. 

For details on how to contact them, or to make a donation, please go directly 

Do you need specific advice about a condition or problem your bulldog displays? 

Bulldog Rescue are putting together a Bulldog Guide, aimed primarily at those that adopt 
dogs from us with specific issues, it's hoped that this section of our web site will go a long way to 
help all bulldog owners around the world. This Free Guide will be updated with articles on a     
regular basis and we want to know what you want to know. 

 Living with an epileptic Bulldog 

 Living with an incontinent Bulldog 

 Our Guide to avoid your dog being stolen 
 
What would you like to add? Just go to the Bulldog Rescue site, and let them know. 

FOR HELP AND ADVICE FROM THE HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

COMMITTEES, GO TO THE BULLDOG BREED COUNCIL       

EDUCATION STATION FACEBOOK PAGE 

WE WILL ANSWER YOUR BULLDOG RELATED QUESTIONS 

OR POINT YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 


